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[unknown uncredited MC] 
Will space probes in the next century 
discover extra-terrestrial analogues to the seesaw
staircases 
when they explore the atompshere of Jupiter and
Saturn? 

Moving in time select consolidates seperate terms
broke {?} 
by exponential admission to a core molecule 
Architectic contrast, a random call, {?} final structure 
Adjustable physical chemical properties overall size,
atomic 
Diameter's, 400 times that of hydrogen 
Complex directing PS-19's through 13, positive
sixteenth 
All over session that made your axis elliptic 
Relativistic vertebrations of an emotional phenomena 
{?} will exert force of distance between them must
burst 
Expected to reach temperatures of several billion,
Kelvins observable 
Universe cycles per second spirals 
Basic administration astronomical, five times ten to the
44th 
Use a radiation, envelope, and absorb light years 
Harvard University, ordinary mixin carbide turbulence 
Assymetrical vertical overall abnormal intelligence 
So remarkable optical, extrapolating algorithyms 
from complexity to perplexity 
Brain economic, diverse universely applicable 
though as yet unidentified rules, controlling chemical
flex 

[Chorus: Kool Keith (unknown MC)] 
Droppin the skills on production 
(Your mind is splattered, already headed for
corruption) 
Droppin the skills on production 
(Your mind is splattered, already headed for
corruption) 
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Droppin the skills on production 
(Your mind is splattered, already headed for
corruption) 

[unknown uncredited MC] 
Anti-clotting agents, resist attacks by your immune
system 
Chemicals, {?} storm indicator, however the injection 
of above indicated enzymes may neutralize free
radicals 
Which in turn triggers an immune response, to
generate 
the human body, as the 
Parasite pumps it's muscular pharens and plugs from
the mucus 
secreting germs to destroy, hydroperoxide generated
by the human host 
Reinfection is common 
Disease contaminates every transmission of
unawareness 
Do not be re-exposed 
Public broadcast, all mankind must submit, to genetic
testing 
Three shaded translucent polygons from a point of
ignition 
Shrinking until they wink out, interactively appears to
those 
seeking to inject our world, and characters into the plot
Which shades the process of narrative, fully
extenuated processes 
commercially available by 2000, counterpart clocks 
The mere advantage may be the case of this designed
silicone circuit 
Bounce extra champling, accept my transcripts 

[Chorus] 
/ ]
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